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Abstract: Application of theory and physics law in economics is known as econophysics.
Econophysics applies if phenomena in physics and economics are analogous. One example of
econophysics is application of theory and law on thermodynamic in economics. Thermodynamics
model applied in economics is Grand Canonical Partition Function (GCPF). GCPF that is
extensive and unitary meets fuzzy statistics criteria. GCPF in fuzzy statistics is used for
determining extensive variable value in economics based on macroeconomic indicator values.
Macroeconomic indicator used as intensive variable in economic is Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) per capita, price level, velocity of money and interest rate issued by BI. Determination
of extensive variable, such as the amount of money supply, utility, entropy, is done by doing
fuzzy statistics simulation.Keywords : Economic , Macroeconomic, Thermodynamic, Grand
Canonical Partition Function, Fuzzy statistics

1. INTRODUCTION

The dynamics of a country’s economic growth, either macroeconomic or
microeconomic, shows that applied mathematics play a role in economic area.
Macroeconomic development of a country is shown by four main indicators, such
as Gross Domestic Product per capita, price level, velocity of money, and interest
rate issued by BI. The four indicators are related to total asset level (utility), goods
quantity, and money supply. Sukirno [10] explains the correlation among price
level, goods quantity, velocity of money and money supply expressed in quantity
theory of money developed by Irving Fisher. Meanwhile, quantity theory of money
developed by Marshall is reviewed from income aspect that is explaining the
correlations among velocity of money, money supply, economic growth rate and
GDP. The combination of the two theories according to Bryant[1] describes ideal
gas theory in thermodynamics.

Ideal gas theory describes correlations among temperature, pressure, volume
and particle quantity in a system while thermodynamic is a study in physics about
all activities occur in a system related to energy change due to heat transfer and
the work done. In thermodynamics, there are two variables, those are extensive
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variable and intensive variable. In thermodynamics statistics review, the correlation
between the two variables is described in Grand Canonical Partition Function
(GCPF). GCPF meets extensive and unitary fuzzy statistics criteria [8].

Yakovenko [11] proposes that the study in thermodynamics is analogous with
the study in economic that economic is a study that learns all activities occur in an
economic system related to production and consumption processes. That statement
is supported by the research done by Saslow [7] related to thermodynamic analogy
in economic. Therefore, GCPF in thermodynamic can be used for describing
correlation among variables in economic. Furthermore, fuzzy statistics is used for
determining value from extensive variable in economic because GCPF is extensive
and unitary and simulation toward extensive variable with varied parameter value
is done and the results of simulation are interpreted.

2. THERMODYNAMICS ANALOGY IN ECONOMICS

According to Sunarto and Bambang Setiono[2], economics is a science that studies
humans’ efforts to fulfill their unlimited needs. Economics studies economic
activities entirely, either production or consumption learned in macroeconomic.
The study cannot be separated from economic actor’s Illustrative. That study is
learned in microeconomic.

Four indicators in macroeconomic are Gross Domestic Product (GDP), price
level, SBI interest rate, and velocity of money [3]. Those indicators determine the
money supply, the quantity of goods and the total assets of a country expressed in
utility (U) value. The correlation between goods quantity (G) with money supply
(M) is explained in quantity theory of money developed by Irving Fisher in 1990
[10] that is expressed in equation pG=vM with p for price level and v for velocity of
money. From income aspect, quantity theory of money developed by Marshall
explains correlation between the money supply and real income shown by GDP
(Y) expressed in equation vM=cY with c for economic growth rate. GDP value is
not other than multiplication of GDP per capita Te and the total population (n).
From the combination of the two theories, the correlation can be written

PG = c(nTe) (3.1)

According to Bryant [1], quantity theory of money equation in equation
(3.1) is analogous with ideal gas theory in thermodynamics which is expressed in
equation

PV = nkT

with T for temperature, V for volume, P for pressure and n for number of particles.
The statement is supported by the research done by Saslow [7], Mimkes [5], and
Yakovenko [11] about analogy of thermodynamics in economics. The research
explains that thermodynamics and economics are analogous.
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According to Moran et al. [6], thermodynamics is primary knowledge of physics
related to energy change phenomenon due to heat transfer and the work done. In
thermodynamics, there are two variables; those are extensive and intensive
variables. Extensive variable is state variable that is influenced by mass or volume.
Those variables are intra energy (E), entropy (S), and particle number (N).
Meanwhile, intensive variable is state variable that is not influenced by volume,
such as T, P and chemical potential µ. Meljanac [4] states that correlation between
extensive variable and intensive variable in thermodynamic statistics, both Bose-
Enstein statistics and Fermi-Dirac statistics are described in GCPF expressed in
equation

( )(1 ), 1,2,...i µ

i

Z e i (3.2)

with �i is energy in i-term state and assumption that there is no interaction among
particles. The particle number N in Bose-Einstein statistics and Fermi-Dirac statistics
consecutively are defined as
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Referring to Satriawan [8], GCPF in equation (3.2) is extensive and unitary so
that it meet the criteria of fuzzy statistics. Whereas GCPF in equation (3.2) in fuzzy
statistics is presented
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Unitary condition is met if , , 0j ka b  and 1 1 1.p q
j j k ka b P and

q value state fuzzy statistics that is later known as fuzzy statistics (p, q).
Bose-Enstein statistics only emerges one parameter b and a parameter for Fermi-
Dirac statistics when another parameter is zero that is fuzzy statstics (p, 0) for
Bose-Einstein and (0, q) for Fermi-Dirac. Statistika fuzzy (p, q) is Bose-Fermi
statistics.

Due to the analogous characteristic between thermodynamics and economics,
GCPF can be applied in economics with assumption that there is no interaction
among economic actors. Meanwhile, thermodynamics variables analogy related
to GCPF in Economics based on the studies done by Setiyowati [9] is presented in
Table 1.

There by, �i in equation (3.2) in economics expresses utility quantity in i term
state that is further rotated with ui.
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Table 1
Thermodynamics variables analogy in economics

Thermodynamic Economic

Energy (E) Utility (U)
Temperatur (T) GDP per capita (Te)
Entropy (S) Entropy in economic (Se)
Pressure (P) Price level/IHK (p)
Volume (V) Goods quantity (G)
Chemical potential (µ) Velocity of money (v)
Particle number (N) Money Supply (M)

3. EXTENSIVE VARIABLE CALCULATION IN ECONOMICS

In economic quantity calculation that is extensive variable, such as utility (U)
function, entropy (Se) and money supply (M) that is within a country’s economy
use GCPF which meets fuzzy statistics (p, q). Fuzzy statistics (p, q) has unique
characteristics in terms of extensive GCPF. The statistics can give description of
economic condition based on a and b parameters. In this discussion, economic
quantity calculation is determined only by using fuzzy statistics (1,1).

The determination of economic quantity for fuzzy statistics (1,1) begins from
GCPF logarithm in equation (3.4) with � = 0. GCPF logarithm notated with
q(Te, G, z) that is

1 1

( , , ) ln ln(1 ) ln(1 )
m m

e i i
i i

q T G z Z ax bx (3.5)

with ( )iu v
ix e and 

1

eT  with Te is the value of GDP per capita as well as a+b=1.

Furthermore, it is defined z = e�� and z1 = a z as well as z2 = b z so the equation (3.5)
becomes
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By using equation (3.3), the average of money supply M is
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For the system with large goods quantity and m ��� the total quantity in

equations (3.6) and (3.7) is a form of integral. The form of integral is 0 ( )f u du
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with f(u) is assumed having value of 
1
2

3

gG
u referring to thermodynamic theory

and � � 0. g value in economic problem is considered having 1 value. Thereby,
equations (3.6) and (3.7) become
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and
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For example, �u = x. Integral term in equation (3.8) and (3.9) is written
1
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term in equation (3.8). Therefore, equation (3.8) and (3.9) can be written
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After q(Te, G, z) and M(Te, G, z) are obtained, utility and entropy values can be

determined. With 
,

ln ( , , )
( , , ) e

e
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Meanwhile entropy value Se is obtained with the definition that 
1

( )e e
e

S U W
T

with We = –pG + vM. Based on equation (3.10) and (3.11), is obtained
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So far, extensive variable calculation in economics uses fuzzy statistics (1,1)
has finished.

Next, to find out M(Te, G, z), U(Te, G, z), and Se(Te, G, z), simulation in case
application is done.

4. SIMULATION

4.1. Simulation Scenarios

In the application of this case, a, v and Te values are taken from bi.go.id and bps.go.id
sites year 2010. From those sites, a, v and Te found consecutively are 0.065, 0.278
and 27 million per person with a value is taken from BI rate. BI rate is chosen to
represent a parameter value because all economic quantities cannot be separated
from the influence of rate value determined by BI. Therefore, M(Te, G, z), U(Te, G,
z), and Se(Te, G, z) values in fuzzy statistics (1,1) are determined by 3 parameters.
This simulation is done with two parameter values which are varied and one fixed
parameter value. In the first simulation, fixed a and Te values are determined, while
v is fluctuate.

4.2. Computational Results

By using equation (3.10) and (3.11), simulation toward M(Te, G, z) and U(Te, G, z)
values are presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Illustrative M/G (left) and U/M (right) in fuzzy statistics (1,1) versus with
a and Te fixed
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Figure 1 (left) explains that for fuzzy statistics (1,1), when velocity of money is
equal to zero, the money supply per unit is equal to -1.54 million. It shows that
condition of Indonesia in 2010 is deficit that causes economic instability of money
supply per unit decreases as velocity of money increases. Figure 1 left also shows
money supply per unit decreases as velocity of money increases. Money supply
value per unit is defined when velocity of money is less than 1.8.

Quantity theory of money developed by Irving Fisher explains that in price
level and total fixed goods, the money supply decreases as velocity of money
increases. Based on that theory, the money supply for fuzzy statistics (1,1) is
according to quantity theory of money. Meanwhile, Figure 1 right explains that
for fixed Te and a values, the increase of velocity of money causes the decrease of
utility value per unit of money supply. Besides, utility value per unit of money
supply for fuzzy statistics (1,1) is defined for velocity of money less than 1.8.
Furthermore, by using equation (3.12), entropy Illustratives in economics with
fixed Te and a parameter values are presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2
Entropy per money supply in fuzzy statistics (1,1) versus v with a and Te fixed

Figure 2 explains that the decrease of velocity of money for fuzzy statistics
(1,1) is followed by the decrease of entropy value in economics. Based on Figure 1
and Figure 2, it is found that the increase of velocity of money decreases utility
value, money supply and entropy.

Next, the second simulation is done with fixed parameter values of a and v,
while Te value is fluctuate. The simulation is presented in Figure 3 and Figure 4.
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Figure 3 left explains that money supply per unit for fuzzy statistics (1,1)
increases as GDP per capita increases. Figure 3 left explains that the money supply
per unit will have fixed value of -1.55 million for GDP per capita more than 80
million per person. Meanwhile, Figure 3 right explain that the increase of GDP per
capita decreases utility value per unit of money supply for fuzzy statistics (1,1).
That means the quantity of GDP value per capita in Indonesia does not reflect
total assets of Indonesia. Based on Figure 4, it is shown that the increase of GDP
value per capita increases entropy value per unit of money supply total.

Figure 3: Illustrative M/G (left) and U/M (right) in fuzzy statistics (1,1) versus with
a and v fixed

Figure 4: Entropy per money supply in fuzzy statistics (1,1) versus Te with
a and fixed

The third simulation uses a value which is fluctuate and fixed v, Te parameter
values. The change on money supply per unit and utility per unit of money supply
toward the change of interest rate is presented in Figure 5.
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It can be seen in Figure 5 left that the increase of money supply per unit is
proportional with the increase of interest rate. Besides, Figure 5 left also describes
that interest rate which is more than 0.6, money supply per unit has positive value.
Meanwhile, Figure 5 right explains that the increase of interest rate in fuzzy statistics
(1,1) is followed by the increase of utility value per unit of money supply. The
utility value per unit of money supply has positive value for interest rate more
than 0.77. Next, the change of entropy value per money supply is presented in
Figure 6.

Figure 5: Illustrative M/G (left) and U/M (right) in fuzzy statistics (1,1) versus
a with Te and v fixed

Figure 6: Entropy per money supply in fuzzy statistics (1,1) versus a with
Te and v Fixed
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The change of entropy value per money supply in Figure 6 shows that the
increase of interest rate increases entropy value that means the increase of interest
rate increases economic instability of the country.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have introduced a new approach for econophysics. Based on the
discussion above, it can be concluded that thermodynamics and economics are
two analogous things so that Grand Canonical Partition Function in
thermodynamics can be used for describing condition in economy. Meanwhile,
based on the results of simulation, it can be concluded that for fuzzy statistics
(1,1), the value of money velocity more than 1.8 causes the values of money supply,
utility and entropy cannot defined that means in that condition Indonesia’s
economy is unstable. The interest rate more than 0.6 causes the value of money
supply unstable, while utility and entropy are also in that condition when the
interest rate more than 0.77. Money supply and entropy are constant if GDP per
capita is more than 80 million per person.
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